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September 14, 2017
President’s Team Members Fabiola Barinas and Alan Rodriquez Post
Downline’s Photos of Life Before and After Herbalife Success Along with
Text Telling Recruits They Will Succeed at Herbalife Simply by Committing
to the Business, in Violation of the FTC Order
On September 14, 2017, Herbalife President’s Team members Fabiola Barinas and Alan
Rodriquez, who call themselves “Unstoppablefitcouple” on social media, reposted text
and photos originally posted by “beautyandbeast__,” a couple from New York who are
also Herbalife distributors. The post (below) shows the New York couple’s “old place”
and their “new place” and describes how Herbalife completely turned around their lives.
The message conveyed is that the Herbalife business can dramatically improve your
financial situation.
In a Consent Order imposed on Herbalife’s business in July 2016, the Federal Trade
Commission permanently restrained the company and its agents from representing that
participation in the Herbalife business opportunity would allow participants to: “quit your
job,” “be set for life,” “earn millions of dollars,” “make more money than they ever have
imagined or thought possible,” “realize unlimited income,” or any substantially similar
Representations. (Subsection III.A)

(text from Instagram posting continues on next page)
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The text also conveys a message that is constantly communicated by top Herbalife
distributors: To succeed in the Herbalife business opportunity, one must believe in
themselves and blindly commit to Herbalife. The implication is that those who are failing
have yet to take this approach and have only themselves to blame for their Herbalife
business not working out.
Such statements violate the Federal Trade Commission Consent Order that permanently
restrains Herbalife and its agents from stating: “The reasons participants do not earn
significant income, including but not limited to representations that participants fail to
devote substantial or sufficient effort.” (Subsection II.C)
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In a Complaint for Permanent Injunction and Other Equitable Relief, which was made
public on the same day as the Consent Order, July 15, 2016, the FTC stated that the
problem with the Herbalife business is: “Defendants’ program does not offer participants
a viable retail-based business opportunity.”
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